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Background
Systematic reviews have a major role for evidence-based care. They found the basis for clinical guidelines and should affect clinical decision making. In rehabilitation, typical patients have co- or even multimorbidities, present in different patterns. These additional diseases/conditions have influences on the patients’ functioning including their social participation and tend to make the interventions even more complex. Clinical decision making in rehabilitation practice should get support from research how to deal with co- or multimorbidity regarding the usefulness of the intervention. Our aim was to approach the problem of how issues of co- or multimorbidity are represented in systematic reviews, by means of these questions:

- How are issues of comorbidity and multimorbidity dealt with in the development of clinical guidelines?
- How do systematic reviews currently integrate issues of comorbidity or multimorbidity?
- How could or should we approach the issue of comorbidity in systematic reviews in rehabilitation care?

Results

How do issues of comorbidity and multimorbidity relate to the development of clinical guidelines?

It has been acknowledged that guidelines should include explicit statements on how to deal with multimorbidity. While there were reviews on guidelines that did not address issues of comorbidity at all, others reported that 85% of the guidelines already address comorbidity issues, 70% provide specific but rather weak evidence-based recommendations.

How do systematic reviews currently integrate issues of co- or multimorbidity?

We identified 49 systematic reviews on low back pain (LBP) published between 2004 and 2017 and excluded 11 reviews for various reasons. In the remaining 38 reviews we found only scant evidence that comorbidities were considered. If acknowledged, comorbidities are dealt with only superficially:

- in terms of introducing LBP as a multifactorial disorder or disorders that are associated with LBP, esp. mental disorders or social risk factors
- as exclusion criteria within original studies or systematic reviews: at least 1 out of 4 original studies excluded patients due to comorbidities of LBP
- as a target of an intervention, e.g. anti-depressant therapy
- in the planning of the review in terms of planned subgroup analysis
- as outcomes, e.g. depression, anxiety, fear avoidance
- in the conclusion section as necessary target groups of the intervention

Conclusion

There is a clear-cut need to address comorbidities both in systematic reviews and clinical guidelines. Systematic reviews should consider co-/multimorbidities in their ex-/inclusion criteria. Researchers should extract data on comorbidities from the original studies, and address the topic of pre-specified subgroup analyses. Still, the theoretical and empirical basis for the inclusion of comorbidity issues in systematic reviews has to be further developed both in epidemiological and clinical studies.
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